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VEDIC MATHEMATICS AWARENESS YEAR
E-Newsletter Issue no 234 dated 30-06-2015
(Organizers Dr. S. K. Kapoor, Sh. Rakesh Bhatia,
Sh. Bhim Sein Khanna, Sh. Deepak Girdhar,)
For previous issues and further more information visit at www.vedicganita.org

Formation of
VEDIC MATHEMATICS SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

UNIVERSITY
Note :-

Re-evaluation of Vedic
Mathematics Awareness quarter

The quarter from 1-7-2015 to 30-09-2015 is the ‘Reevaluation of Vedic Mathematics Awareness quarter’.
Let u revisit our awareness of Vedic Mathematics
Values, pure and applied. Let us urge to know more
about Vedic mathematics, Science & Technology.
Let us pose to ourselves whether formation of Vedic
mathematics, Science & Technology University is the
need of the time.
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EXISTENCE WITHIN FRAMES
PROJECTIONS FOR VISION EXTENSION-6
vfrokgd% czge
~ ~ ATIVAKAS BRAHAM
(Brahman Transcendental carriers)

1.
2.
3.
4.

5. One may have a pause here and take note
that the at initial stage Ativahka Braham
TCV (czg~e~) = 28
is of dimensional order value ‘56’
TCV (vfrokgd) = 28
6. Artifices quadruple (52, 54, 56, 58), as
TCV (vfrokgd czg~e~) = 56
such is parallel to NVF values quadruple
Splits spectrum for Ativahakas Braham is
of (Earth, Sun, Light, Star)
of following phases stages value:
7. One may have a pause here and take note
that the artifice 58 permits reorganization as 58 = 28 + 30.
8. It would be relevant to note that artifices
pair (28, 30) is parallel to the format of
dimension fold, domain fold.
9. Further it also would be relevant to note
that the split of dimensional order of
value 30 shall be leading to a pair of
‘Split Spectrum Table’
streams of value 28 each.
10. Also further there would be a release of
Col. 1 Col. 2 Col. 3 Col. 4 Col. 5
dimension of dimension order of value
1
56
1
0
‘26’.
2
54
2
1
52
11. One may have a pause here and take note
that 56 = 28 + 28, and the parallel split
3
52
5
2
50
spectrums for dimensional orders of value
4
50
12
5
48
56 and value 28 on their chase for first
5
48
29
12
46
five phases and stages of split shall be
6
46
70
29
44
bringing us face to face the following pair
7
44
169
70
42
of arrays of values of dimensional orders
8
42
408
169
40
of spectrum dimensions as under
9
40
985
408
38
(i) 56, 54, 52, 50, 48 in respect of
10
38
2378
985
36
dimensional order of value 56 and the
Note Col. 1 = Serial number, Col. 2 =
sequential array of number of
Spectrum dimensions order, Col. 3 = Number
spectrum dimensions in this case
of arrays of directions as array of spectrum at
would be (1, 2, 5, 12, 29)
this phase and stage of split spectrum, Col. 4 =
Release of dimensions of dimensions orders,
(ii) 28, 26, 24, 22, 20 in respect of
Col. 5 = Value / order of released dimensions
dimensional order of value 28 and the
of dimensions
sequential array of number of
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spectrum dimensions in this case
would be (1, 2, 5, 12, 29)
12. One may have a pause here and
permit the transcending mind to be
face to face with the above pair of
arrays of spectrum dimensions of
dimensional order 56 and dimensional
order 28 and to appreciate the
characteristics features of pair of
spectrum at each of the five phases
and stages of split in both cases of
dimensional order of value 56 as well
as in respect of dimensional order of
value 28.
13. It would be relevant to note that in
case of split spectrum of fifth phase
and stage of split of dimensional
order of value 56, the spectrum would
be an array of 29 dimensions of
dimensional order ‘48’.
14. While in case of dimensional order of
value 28, the fifth stage space
spectrum would be an array of 29
dimensions of order 20
15. TCV (osn%) = 20 and TCV (lkeosn%) =
48 and the organization of Sammved
Samhita being of 29 Archiks will help
us comprehend and appreciate the
above format and features of split
spectrums of dimensional orders of
values 56 and 28 respectively.
16. One shall sit comfortably and permit
the transcending mind to be face to
face with TCV (tho%) = TCV (/kkrq%) =
29
17. One shall sit comfortably and permit
the transcending mind to be
continuously remain in prolonged
sitting of transand and to glimpse the
Phenomenon of Ativahka Braham.
*

30-06-2015

Dr. Sant Kumar Kapoor
(Ved Ratan)
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